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How has enrollment in undergraduate CSE 
classes changed in the last 30 years?
A: Doubled

B: Tripled [[This is how much UCSD Undergraduate headcount grew]]

C: Increased by a factor of 10

D: Increased by a factor of 1000
https://ir.ucsd.edu
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Weekly surveys
Six classes

Fall19 - Wi20 - Sp20

“At this time, approximately how 
many other students in this 
course would you be 
comfortable reaching out to 
study with?”

What do you notice about 
this figure? 5



How do your students connect with one another?
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Are there barriers to those connections?
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Lead Peer Mentors

11 undergraduate and 1 graduate students with 
TA and other campus leadership experience do 
most of the work as LPMs. They:

- lead small group sessions
- student outreach and recruitment to CSE-PACE
- are “campus concierges” to resources & orgs
- know all the details of the 1st year courses
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Weekly Sessions

- Each week, each first-year computing students 
can attend one of 3 sessions.

- Sessions include: building robots from kits, 
visiting a campus farmer’s market, experimenting 
with ChatGPT, course planning, creating a 
Chrome extension, professor research panel, 
student organization booths

- All sessions provide breakfast/lunch to 
participants. 

- Attending PACE cohort sessions counts as 
independent study credit.
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4 faculty are directly involved on a day-to-day 
basis. They get lunch with the students and help 
introduce weekly sessions.

Behind the scenes, they help identify resources for 
students and can do pointwise advising for specific 
situations that arise (and many do!).

Faculty Support
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“... PACE has been such a benefit 
towards my mental health. Being able 
to relax, meet new people, and talk 
about topics that are interesting 
brings joy to my day.” Joshua Kave, 
ServiceNow Scholar, CSE-PACE 
student
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Could such a program make sense for your institution?

Tiffany Loo
UCSD Undergraduate

https://pace.ucsd.edu/external/
Email us at pace@ucsd.edu if you’d like to be notified when our Toolkit is available. 29
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